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Baby Boomers are the ﬁrst generation that will likely live decades
beyond the traditional retirement age of 65, and research indicates
these years ought to be some of the happiest.
To seize these bonus years, however, the nation’s 71 million
Boomers must reevaluate the simplistic notion of “aging in place”
in their single-family homes.
The Census Bureau estimates the number of adults 65 and over
will soar from 54 million in 2019 to 81 million in 2040, or 22% of
the population. Among them are more than 12 million “solo-ager”
Baby Boomers — people without children or spouses for support.
A 2021 AARP survey of 2,826 adults 50 or older found that 77%
want to remain in their homes long term.
Aging in place in many cases is a wish, a hope or for some, a
fantasy. It also may be the wrong choice to enhance well-being.
Baby Boomers, their children and policymakers must ask instead
how we can age in the right place. Where we live cannot be an
assumption or an afterthought in our planning. It must be
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foundational.

Ryan Frederick is the author of “Right Place, Right Time: The
Ultimate Guide to Choosing a Home for the Second Half of Life.”
Our society built its retirement expectations and policies when
most people retired at 65 and died soon after. In 1950, the median
life expectancy was 68 years old. Today, it is 77.
By 2060, the U.S. Census Bureau predicts Americans will live 21
years beyond the traditional retirement age. Where and how we
live those 21 years should not be left to chance.
Successful aging begins with a vision for this bonus time, followed
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by a realistic plan. That vision should consider purpose,
engagement and social connection, three objectives that science
says are essential to our well-being.
Here, that rose-colored aging-in-place vision breaks down: A
suburban, single-family house may brim with memories, but it may
be isolated from family and friends and unsuited to the needs of
aging bodies. Just 4% of U.S. homes are suitable for people with
moderate mobility challenges.
Reframing “aging in place” to “aging in the right place” opens new
opportunities for us to thrive, not just survive, in these bonus
years.
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Sara Zeff Geber is the author of “Essential Retirement Planning for
Solo Agers: A Retirement and Aging Roadmap for Single and
Childless Adults.”
This is not a binary choice between our existing single-family
home or a skilled nursing facility. Many options in between include
age-friendly apartments, active adult communities, independent
living senior communities, home-sharing, co-housing and
accessory dwelling units — second, smaller living spaces on the
same lot as a main house.
Policymakers can support this more expansive vision of aging by
removing obstacles, such as restrictive zoning laws, to accessory
dwelling units, shared housing or co-housing communities,
adopting tax incentives to encourage more ﬂexible housing
options, and by funding easily accessible, well-trained housing and
care counselors.
Next, evaluate the appropriateness of your current place, including
your neighborhood and metropolitan area, for your current and
future needs. Some areas create a neighborhood feel that
connects and engages all its members — young and old, families
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and singles. Others don’t.
If your vision matches what your current home and neighborhood
provide, aging in place may be an option for now. If there is a
mismatch, take action. Moving is not easy emotionally,
psychologically or logistically. Yet facing the challenge and taking
action now is far superior to having a move forced on you by
circumstance. Sadly, this is a path many people unwittingly choose
when they slide passively into aging in place without a viable plan.
There isn’t a one-size-ﬁts-all solution for the 71 million Boomers,
but failing to plan is no answer at all. It is denial.
Ryan Frederick and Sara Zeff Geber are fellows of Nexus Insights,
a think tank advancing the well-being of older adults through
innovative models of housing and health care. Frederick is the
author of “Right Place, Right Time: The Ultimate Guide to
Choosing a Home for the Second Half of Life.” Geber is the author
of “Essential Retirement Planning for Solo Agers: A Retirement and
Aging Roadmap for Single and Childless Adults.”
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